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Abstract
In recent years, the involvement of synthetic strongly labeled data,
weakly labeled data and unlabeled data has drawn much research at-
tention in semi-supervised sound event detection (SSED). Self-training
models carry out predictions without strong annotations and then take
predictions with high probabilities as pseudo-labels for retraining. Such
models have shown its effectiveness in SSED. However, probabilities
are poorly calibrated confidence estimates, and samples with low prob-
abilities are ignored. Hence, we introduce a method of learning con-
fidence deliberately and retaining all data distinctly by applying con-
fidence as weights. Additionally, linear pooling has been considered
as a state-of-the-art aggregation function for SSED with weak labeling.
In this paper, we propose a power pooling function whose coefficient
can be trained automatically to achieve nonlinearity. A confidence-
based semi-supervised sound event detection (C-SSED) framework is
designed to combine confidence and power pooling. The experimental
results demonstrate that confidence is proportional to the accuracy of
the predictions. The power pooling function outperforms linear pooling
at both error rate and F1 results. In addition, the C-SSED framework
achieves a relative error rate reduction of 34% in contrast to the baseline
model.
Index Terms: Semi-supervised learning, sound event detection, multi-
ple instance learning, confidence estimates
1. Introduction
Sound event detection (SED) is a task for identifying the categories and
timestamps of target sound events in continuous audio recordings. As
one of the core technologies in non-verbal sound perception and un-
derstanding, SED is widely deployed in various applications, such as
noise monitoring for smart cities [1], nocturnally migrating bird detec-
tion [2], surveillance systems [3] and multimedia indexing [4]. It is time
consuming to add high-quality labels to SED data manually. In compar-
ison, synthetic strongly labeled data, weakly labeled data with clip-level
categories only and unlabeled data are widely available. Therefore, re-
search and competitions [5, 6] are turned to multiple instance learning
(MIL) for SED with weak labeling and semi-supervised sound event
detection (SSED) with the above data.
MIL [7] in SED permits models to learn frame-level classification
from clip-level class labels. At each frame, a SED model predicts the
probabilty of each sound event class being active. Then, a pooling func-
tion aggregates the frame-level predictions into a clip-level prediction
for each sound event class. The derivative of the pooling function de-
termines the direction of the frame-level gradient during backpropaga-
tion. The drawback of max pooling [8] is that only one frame receives
a non-zero gradient. The fact may cause many frame-level false nega-
tives. The gradients of mean pooling [9] and exponential softmax pool-
ing [10] are always positive. Consequently, all frame-level predictions
are boosted and many false positive results are produced for positive
clips. The auto-pooling [11] introduces a trainable parameter and can
interpolate between the above three functions. A group of frame-wise
trainable pooling weights are proposed in attention-based pooling [12].
However, the gradients of auto-pooling and attention-based pooling are
positive too. Linear pooling function [13] has been confirmed to work
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best for frame-level classification [14], since the gradient is positive
where the frame-level probabilities are larger than half of the clip-level
probability. However, ratio 1/2 may not be the optimal value for vari-
ous models and data. Hence, we propose an adaptive pooling function
termed as power pooling, which can automatically learn the proper ra-
tio.
SSED is to complete SED task with data partially annotated. Most
SSED research is based on two classic semi-supervised learning meth-
ods: mean teacher and self-training. mean teacher [15] averages model
weights to form a target-generating teacher mode and achieves competi-
tive results. A modified mean teacher model benefits SSED by employ-
ing both frame-level and clip-level consistency loss [16, 17, 18, 19].
Self-training [20], a simple but effective bootstrapping semi-supervised
method, cycles retraining the model with part of its own predictions as
pseudo-labels. Self-training methods adopted in SSED [21, 22, 23] re-
trained only once and employed a small part unlabeled data with high
probabilities. These approaches filtered unlabeled data by posterior
to ensure the quality of the pseudo-labels, but caused three problems.
First, Probability is not a calibrated indicator for evaluating the correct-
ness of the model predictions. As modern neural network classifiers are
designed to produce output probabilities prone to extreme values, incor-
rect predictions can be generated with high probabilities [24]. Second,
Simplified self-training methods [21, 22, 23] lose considerable informa-
tion. Third, These methods ignore true negative predictions. Neverthe-
less, data for SSED is extremely imbalanced. Massive correct negative
predictions are beneficial to the retraining process.
Aiming at solving the above problems, this paper proposes a
confidence-based semi-supervised sound event detection (C-SSED)
framework (Figure 1). C-SSED includes two stages of prediction and
their corresponding confidence estimate generation and exploitation.
Inspired by [25], C-SSED simultaneously learns to detect sound events
and assesses the correctness of predictions in the first stage. The system
outputs frame-level classification predictions and confidence estimates
for each sound event class. In the second stage, the predictions pro-
duced in stage one are used as pseudo-labels for weakly labeled and
unlabeled data. The confidence is used to weight the frame-level classi-
fication loss. All data are distinctly retrained once. Since mean teacher
has shown its strength in the SSED task, we adopted it in C-SSED as
the backbone model. The contributions of this paper include:
1. We develop a power pooling function that is simple to imple-
ment, and requires little additional computation over the state-of-the-art
linear pooling. Additionally, it outperforms linear pooling at both error
rate (ER) and F1.
2. We design a C-SSED framework. Confidence, a novel predic-
tion measurement and its usage are introduced in the C-SSED frame-
work. Our empirical results show that confidence can reflect the ac-
curacy of predictions. Moreover, our usage realizes retraining all data
using pseudo-labels without cycling training and effectively decreases
the ER.
3. The C-SSED framework successfully adds self-training to mean
teacher method. The ER decreases compared to adapting mean teacher
only.
2. Proposed System
2.1. Baseline
Mean teacher is a consistency regularization method that evaluates un-
labeled data with two different noises, and then apply a consistency
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Figure 1: Framework C-SSED: Stage one introduces a muti-task system that can generate frame-level classification predictions and corresponding
confidence estimates. The pseudo-labels, confidence for weakly labeled data, unlabeled data are produced and applied in stage two. The power pooling
function is adopted in the first stage. n1, n2 are noises added to the student model and the teacher model. After the weights of the student model (Θ)
have been updated with gradient descent, the teacher model weights (Θ′) are updated as an exponential moving average (EMA) of the student weights.
Table 1: The clip-level and frame-level gradient direction of linear pool-
ing. yf and yc are frame-level and clip-level predictions.
Label Clip-level Condition Frame-level
positive (t = 1) yc → 1 yf > yc/2 yf → 1
yf < yc/2 yf → 0
negative (t = 0) yc → 0 yf > yc/2 yf → yc/2
yf < yc/2 yf → yc/2
cost between the two predictions. In this case, the model assumes a
dual role as a teacher and a student. The baseline model is performed
the following optimization on the basis of mean teacher model in [18].
First, we introduce data augmentation by shifting input features along
the time axes (forward and backward with a Normal distribution with
zero mean and a standard deviation of 16 frames). Second, we adopt a
set of median filter window sizes that is proportional to the average du-
ration of different event categories [26]. Third, the 128-dimensional log
mel-spectrogram is extracted at each frame. The size of the window is
2048 and the hop length is 365. Fourth, parameters of feature extractor
follow the settings in [19].
2.2. Pooling Function
2.2.1. Linear Pooling
The formulas of linear pooling function and its gradient can be written
as:
yc =
∑
i yf (i)× yf (i)∑
i yf (i)
, (1)
∂yc
∂yf (i)
=
2yf (i)− yc∑
j yf (j)
. (2)
The clip-level and frame-level gradient directions are illustrated in Table
1. As a result, when t = 1, larger yf is driven to 1 and smaller yf is
driven to 0, benefiting the timestamps detection. When t = 0, yf is
pushed towards yc/2. Considering that yc is a weighted average of the
yf , all the yf will converge to 0 as desired after enough iterations.
2.2.2. Power Pooling
For positive recordings (t = 1), linear pooling function leads larger yf
to be boosted. Limited by the form of linear function, the threshold of
larger yf is defined as yc/2. However, the threshold is supposed to be
adjusted dynamically according to the value of yc and the number of
positive frame-level samples. This issue can be addressed by applying
a power pooling function:
yc =
∑
i yf (i)× ynf (i)∑
i y
n
f (i)
, (3)
and the gradient can be written as:
∂yc
∂yf (i)
=
(n+ 1)× ynf (i)− n× yn−1f (i)× yc∑
j y
n
f (j)
, (4)
parameter n 6= −1 and threshold θ = n/(n + 1) (θ 6= 1 ). Treating
n as a free parameter to be learned along-side the model parameters
allows eq.(3) to automatically adapt to and interpolate between separate
pooling functions. For instance, when n = 0, eq.(3) reduces to mean
pooling. When n = 1, eq.(3) simplifies to linear pooling. When n →
∞, eq.(3) approaches the max aggregation.
We discuss the diversification of yc and yf more specifically in
three cases according to the value of n. For n ∈ (0,+∞), θ ∈ (0, 1),
weight ynf increases where yf increases, leading to yc being generated
under the standard multiple instance (SMI) assumption: the bag label
is positive if and only if the bag contains at least one positive instance.
During backpropagation, parameters for producing frame-level outputs
upgrade as linear pooling pattern (Table1) with dynamic threshold θ
instead of value 1/2. For n ∈ (−1, 0], θ ∈ (−∞, 0], (θ × yc) ≤ 0.
Therefore, for negative clips (t = 0), all yf are pushed towards 0, as
desired. Nevertheless, for positive clips (t = 1), all yf increase towards
1 as the mean pooling mode. For n ∈ (−∞,−1), θ ∈ (1,+∞),
weight ynf increases where yf decreases. This behaviour violates the
SMI assumption. A positive yc can only be produced when the vast
majority yf is positive.
2.3. C-SSED
2.3.1. Stage One: Multi-task SSED Model (MT-SSED)
To get reliable confidence, we added a branch to train confidence in
MT-SSED. When solving the issue of simultaneously generating SED
predictions and their corresponding confidence without the confidence
label, we draw on the successful experience in the field of out-of-
distribution detection [25]. The motivation is equivalent to a special
test that permits giving hints. Candidates are allowed to ask for hints
according to their confidence of the questions. Furthermore, a certain
penalty is carried out in order to prevent candidates from tending to ask
for hints for all questions. For obtaining the highest score, candidates
must improve their ability to answer questions and self-assess at the
same time.
MT-SSED is constructed based on the baseline model. There are
four outputs in the baseline model, the frame-level output yft and clip-
level output yct of the teacher model, the frame-level output yfs and
clip-level output ycs of the student model. We choose power pooling as
the aggregation function in MT-SSED. To make the model self-assess,
we add a confidence branch in parallel with the original class prediction
branch. The confidence branch, which shares the same structure with
the frame-level classification branch, applies a fully-connected layer
followed by sigmoid. The confidence branch generates corresponding
confidence values c for the classification results of each sound event at
every frame. Output c takes values between 0 and 1. If the model is
confident about the classification, output c will be closer to 1. Con-
versely, if the model is uncertain about the correctness of classification
predictions, the value of c will be closer to 0.
A crucial issue of confidence is how to achieve the training of two
tasks with just the classification labels. Following the main idea of giv-
ing hints, we construct a new frame-level output of student model y′fs
with the label tf and two outputs yfs and c:
y′fs = (1− c)× tf + c× yfs. (5)
The outputs of the student model y′fs and ycs are in comparison with
strong labels tf and tc utilizing the binary cross entropy (BCE) loss.
The classification loss can be written as
Lclass = Lclassf + Lclassc
= LBCE(y
′
fs, tf ) + LBCE(ycs, tc).
(6)
Outputs yfs and ycs are compared with the outputs yft and yct by
applying the mean square error (MSE) loss. The consistency loss is
Lcon = LMSE(yft, yfs) + LMSE(yct, ycs). (7)
Training with Lclass and Lcon loss functions, the network will be
lazy to learn the differences between classes. Instead, the model tends
to make c approach 0 and receives ground truth for every sample. Thus,
a log penalty is added to the loss function. The confidence loss can be
interpreted as a BCE loss:
Lc = −log(c). (8)
The loss function of the multi-task system is
L = Lclass + µ× Lcon + λ× Lc, (9)
parameter µ increases with epochs and λ is a hyperparameter. When λ
is too small, MT-SSED model tends to ask for hints and performs poorly
in classification. When λ is too large, the confidence c→ 1 and lose the
distinction. To ensure the effects of both classification and confidence
estimation, we first optimize the mean teacher model and classification
branch without Lc. Then, the trained parameters are fixed, and L is
deployed to train the confidence branch separately for 5 epochs.
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Figure 2: The parameter n of power pooling in different epochs with
different initial values (init).
2.3.2. Stage Two: Retraining with Pseudo-Labels and Confidence
In the second stage, the weakly labeled and unlabeled data are sent to
the trained MT-SSED model to yield frame-level predictions and confi-
dence estimates. The frame-level posterior probabilities are applied as
soft pseudo-labels for the above data during retraining. Confidence es-
timates offer a model’s self-assessment for pseudo-labels. For weakly
labeled data, we regulate the outputs. Pseudo-labels are revised to 0, and
confidence estimates are revised to 1 for negative clips. For strongly la-
beled data, all confidence estimates are set to 1. In order to guarantee
the contribution of each sample under the premise of discrimination, we
interpolate the confidence values with a hyperparameter α to produce a
new confidence:
c′ = α× c+ (1− α)× 1. (10)
The frame-level classification loss Lclassf is weighted by c
′ as
follows:
Lclassf =
∑
i,k c
′(i, k)× LBCE(yfs(i, k), tf (i, k)))∑
i,k c
′(i, k)
, (11)
where i, k represents the index of frames and classes. For those sam-
ples with high confidence, the accuracy of their pseudo-labels is higher.
We make them more important during retraining. Conversely, the pro-
portion of classification loss function value is relatively small for other
samples. As a result, all strongly labeled, weakly labeled and unlabeled
data information are learned distinctly. Lclassc and Lc are omitted.
Since there is no weak label to guide the training of frame-level pre-
dictions in stage two, the max pooling is adopted to produce clip-level
predictions.
3. Experiments and Discussion
3.1. Dataset and Metrics
We carried our experiments on the DCASE2019 task4 dataset [6]. The
dataset can be divided into four subsets, including training sets (syn-
thetic strongly labeled: 2,045 clips, weakly labeled: 1,578 clips, unla-
beled: 14,412 clips) and validation set (1,168 clips). In addition, the
evaluation set of DCASE2018 (800 clips) [5] was tested in the C-SSED
experiment. The duration of each audio clip is 10 seconds, and multiple
audio events may occur at the same time. The sampling rate is 44100
Hz.
Experiments were evaluated mainly with event-based macro-
average error rate (ER) with a 200 ms collar on onsets and a 200
ms/20% of the events length collar on offsets. Both event-based and
segment-based (1 s) ER and F1 were applied in the pooling function
experiments. A smaller ER is better and a larger F1 is better. The spe-
cific evaluation details can be found in [27].
3.2. Results and Analysis
3.2.1. Pooling Function
We observe that the initialization of the parameter n influenced the
training process. If the value of n was too large (for instance, the initial
value was 10), only very few frame-level samples could be updated to-
wards positive. The change for clip-level predictions was slow as they
were generated from frame-level predictions. The training was trapped
Table 2: Detailed performance of four pooling functions. Initial value
of power pooling is 1.2.
Event-Based Segment-Based
Pooling Function ER(%) F1(%) ER(%) F1(%)
Attention yc =
∑
i yf (i)×ωi∑
i ωi
1.26 32.04 0.72 35.75
Auto yc =
∑
i yf (i)×exp(β×yf (i))∑
i exp(β×yf (i)) 1.16 26.15 0.67 63.14
Linear yc =
∑
i yf (i)×yf (i)∑
i yf (i)
1.08 34.27 0.68 62.32
Power yc =
∑
i yf (i)×ynf (i)∑
i y
n
f
(i)
1.07 37.04 0.64 63.57
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Figure 3: Accuracy of frame-level predictions changes with confidence
estimates and probabilities. (a) The accuracy of all labels was obtained
from models trained using different values of parameter λ. (b) The ac-
curacy of positive predictions (prob ≥ 0.5) changed with learned con-
fidence estimations and probabilities. Their polynomial fitting curves
are displayed. Here, the DCASE2019 validation set was tested by the
MT-SSED model.
at a low level. Therefore, the initial value of n is recommended to be
between [0, 3].
Figure 2 illustrates that parameter n eventually stabilized at ap-
proximately 0.7 regardless of the initial value. This phenomenon proves
that the power pooling can adaptively learn a certain value with the
given model architecture and dataset. As listed in Table 2, the power
pooling outperformed attention pooling [19], auto-pooling [11] and lin-
ear pooling [13]. Power pooling achieved an event-basedF1 score equal
to 37.04%, exhibiting a relative improvement of 15.6%, 41.64% and
8.08% compared with baseline methods. The results hint that the cer-
tain value of parameter n learned by the power pooling is more proper
than n = 1 in linear pooling. Furthermore, the results of linear pooling
are slightly worse than auto-pooling on segment-based indicators. The
power pooling is well suitable for both event-based and segment-based
SSED.
3.2.2. C-SSED
As described in Section 2.3.1, parameter λ greatly influences the thresh-
old and distinctiveness of confidence. We adjusted λ in a small
range. Figure 3(a) illustrates that all MT-SED models trained with
λ ∈ [0.01, 0.1] could generate confidence that is positively related
to the accuracy of predictions. However, if λ is relatively large, the
confidence values are aggregated. If λ is relatively small, majority con-
fidence estimates possess the similar accuracy. Polyline y = x repre-
sents the ideal discrimination of prediction quality measurement. In our
experiment, curve λ = 0.03 brought out the best distinguishment.
Figure 3(b) focuses on positive predictions, as classic self-training
methods choose samples with high probabilities. Figure 3(b) demon-
strates that accuracy increases with confidence estimates. For posterior
probabilities, accuracy first decreases rapidly and then flattens. The
reason is that the classification outputs are trained towards 0 or 1. The
number of samples with probabilities in [0.5,0.6] is relatively small,
which might result in high accuracy. Most posterior probabilities are
concentrated in [0.9,1], but they contain many false positive frames.
Figure 3(b) confirms that the posterior probabilities cannot evaluate the
correctness of predictions. In contrast, we notice that the confidence
of positive predictions is concentrated in [0,0.1]. This behaviour coin-
cides with massive false positives produced by MT-SSED. Figure 3(b)
and Figure 3(a) indicate that the confidence can measure the accuracy
Table 3: Comparison of models in terms of ER (in %). Retraining with
α = 0 is equal to retrain without confidence.
Evaluation 2018 Validation 2019
Model ER DEL INS ER DEL INS
MT18 1.65 0.78 0.87 1.56 0.76 0.80
Baseline 1.34 0.72 0.62 1.26 0.70 0.56
MT-SSED 1.13 0.69 0.44 1.07 0.67 0.40
Retriain α
0 1.10 0.68 0.42 1.04 0.67 0.37
Prob0.9 1 3.72 0.70 3.02 3.41 0.69 2.72
Prob 0.3 1.15 0.68 0.47 1.09 0.66 0.43
Prob0.5 0 1.19 0.68 0.51 1.14 0.68 0.46
C-SSED 0.3 1.09 0.70 0.39 1.03 0.68 0.35
(λ=0.1) 0.7 1.13 0.69 0.44 1.05 0.67 0.38
1 1.06 0.68 0.38 1.02 0.67 0.35
C-SSED 0.3 1.08 0.69 0.39 1.01 0.67 0.34
(λ=0.01) 0.7 1.06 0.70 0.36 1.01 0.69 0.32
1 1.00 0.86 0.14 0.98 0.85 0.13
of predictions.
We trained C-SSED models with different values of λ and α, and
compared proposed models with the following approaches:
MT18: the official baseline for DCASE2019 task4, with mean teacher
structure [18].
Baseline: modified MT18 method as described in 2.1 with attention
pooling.
MT-SSED: the stage one model of C-SSED with power pooling.
Prob0.9: only predictions with prob ≥ 0.9 added to pseudo-labels,
samples retrained with equal weight [21].
Prob: all samples retrained with probabilities as weights.
Prob0.5: only predictions with prob ≥ 0.5 added to pseudo-labels,
samples retrained with confidence.
Table 3 illustrates that C-SSED models are significantly improved
in contrast to the other models. The ER improvement is mainly due
to the significant reduction of INS error. That is, the improvement
comes from correcting false positives. When the model retrained with
parameter α = 0, ER also decreased. Although the mean teacher
method already makes use of weakly labeled and unlabeled data, ap-
plying an appropriate self-training structure can effectively reduce false
alarms. However, Prob0.9 introduced massive false positive predictions
as pseudo-labels and applied them equally, resulting in many insertion
errors. Prob caused performance degradation due to the fact that the
majority true negatives owned small weights approximately 0.7 after
applying parameter α = 0.3. Meanwhile, many false positives (Fig-
ure 3(b)) were introduced with high weights. In contrast, C-SSED with
confidence further improved ER by successfully strengthening the at-
tention to true negatives and true positives. The poor results of Prob0.5
reveal the importance of true negatives.
Table 3 and Figure 3(a) demonstrate that a suitable combination of
parameters λ and α can produce more balanced detection results. INS
errors were reduced under the premise of small fluctuations in DEL
errors. As an example, when λ = 0.1, α = 1 or λ = 0.01, α = 0.7,
the total number of events predicted correctly did not reduce while ER
decreased significantly. These combinations increase the lower bound
of confidence values and ensure the information contribution of samples
with low confidence. Meantime, preserve the distinction of confidence.
4. Conclusions
The power pooling function proposed in this paper benefits SSED with
weak labeling by maintaining the optimal frame-level parameter updat-
ing scheme and adaptively learning the suitable threshold. Moreover,
it can smoothly interpolate between various pooling functions, such as
max, mean, and linear pooling. While this paper focuses on SSED ap-
plications, power pooling is general, and can be utilized widely to MIL
problems in any domain.
Using the power pooling function, we build a C-SSED framework.
Our experiments verified that the proper combination of self-training
and mean teacher method is better than employing mean teacher alone.
The confidence estimates are used as weights to optimize the self-
training retraining process, which creates a further improvement. The
C-SSED framework can be extended to other semi-supervised tasks. In
addition, this paper introduces a confidence training method to SSED,
but confidence can also be applied in other scenes, such as optimizing
focal loss.
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